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Hello Earth! is a search and find book. We follow six people on Earth for 16 hours. The
reader can also find a lot of other things that happen or change from one hour to the
next. For example, the small red car that’s always going the wrong way, or the giraffe
that’s eating nearly all the leaves on the tree, and the lady who’s knitting a really long
scarf; all these can be found in the book.

The pictures are alive with details, and this is a book that you can read over and over
again and still find something new. This is a lovely picture book for both children and
adults.

Other titles in the series are:
Hello City! (2010)
Hello Crayon! (2011)
Hello Planet! (2012)
Hello Down There! (2014)
Hello Sea! (2016 - English sample translation available) 
Hello Forest! (2017)

'Anna Fiske gives us a children’s
book that makes us think in a circle
(…) Hello Earth! is simply ingenious
as well as original.'

Oppland Areiderblad

'This is the kind of book that both
children and adults enjoy reading.
Children are often better than adults
at finding the tiny details and this
book is a treasure trove of details. (…)
Anna Fiske’s world is filled with
humorous characters and surprises,
and the drawings are extremely
charming.'
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